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When designing living spaces, Olàlà! curates special objet harmoniously reflecting the client’s personal styles, tastes and preferences. The design team takes pride in the fact that each Olàlà! home is uniquely different from the next. Combining luxury with comfort has always been Olàlà! Interiors forte, and it is exceptionally visible throughout this home.

The modern contemporary look and feel is emphasised by sexy, dark colours and accentuated by bold, linear and geometric patterns. The richness in the design, makes this luxury home perfectly suited for the owners, who are a high profile executive couple that enjoy travelling the world. One of the requirements from the homeowner was luxe comfort and being able to enjoy their family home with their children and those close to them.

Says Schanie “This project was driven by a need to create a sense of opulent relaxation, unassuming in character and luxe in execution. We wanted to create a visually stimulating environment for a young, high flying executive couple travelling the world who are used to the very best. But they still wanted to feel comfortable in their holiday home with their family, as well as relaxed when entertaining their contemporaries.”

Olàlà Interiors created a visually stimulating environment, placing emphasis on family and entertainment and ensured the more private spaces were warm and accommodating. Saturated, warm colours and fixtures were implemented in the bedrooms, giving the rooms a feeling of togetherness. Taking full advantage of the surroundings, Olàlà designed the outside entertainment areas to allow the owners and their guests to enjoy the abundant and lush green fauna. Solid wood pieces fuse with contemporary elements, respecting the collaboration between design and the home’s natural setting.

Natural light plays copiously through the home, but additional ambient lighting was used as focal points in areas. Gorgeous, angular, free standing lamps are
Many of the soft furnishings and cabinetry pieces designed for this home, remain authentically proudly South African as it is one of Olala Interiors’ core business offerings, manufacturing their own range of bespoke pieces.

The Olala team was 100% responsible for the conceptualization of the design, and employed their magic touch and creative styling insight to make it picture perfect. This house celebrates the many pleasures of life, creating an exuberant feeling of wellness.

Schané says “Having been in our profession for 23 years, I am still continuously rejuvenated by new design, fresh ideas, beautiful presentations and clever people. The narrative of our profession is beautified by our connections to our clients, and the communities we build and sustain by innovation. We are thankful to those whose lives we are invited to enrich.”
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